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The road managers have to permanently monitor
the road network, collecting real-time data
to better operate and inform users, monitoring
critical events compromising the safety
and the mobility of the road users.
Ultra Low Power cyber-physical systems can
improve security through video monitoring without
energy network for pedestrians and accident
detection, animals and potential situations of risk.
To build a demonstrator, for countryside and urban areas, of a traffic monitoring
system composed by a very low power video traffic sensor and a datacentre-in-a-box
used in critical environments where electricity is not available or is expensive to access.
The French Département de l’Isère will test the Opera technology.
To reduce video sensors energy consumption.
Target power consumption is below 0.5W, respect to the Low Power
actual systems, that vary between 3W and 7W.

info@operaproject.eu
fb.me/OPERAProject.eu
@opera_project
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The SecSoC system developed by STMicroelectronics is an R&D
System on Chip that implements an Ultra-Low Power computing
multi-core platform optimized for video processing applications,
with the support of hardware accelerated functions.
It is characterized by mainly five sub-systems:
- An host controller with a rich set of analog and digital
peripherals
- A flexible μP sub-system
- The Image Processing Unit and the Image Preprocessor
- The memory subsystem

The first
firs (realized) prototype of reconfigurable antenna is
phased array composed by patch radiating
a conventional
conve
elements.
elemen
radiating elements form a directive beam
The distributed
dis
and they
the are controlled by a beamforming network that
manages the phase of the radiofrequency signal in order
manage
to steer the main beam in a range of ±45° with respect to
direction.
the broadside
bro
The phase
variation to steer the beam is generated by the
Th
h
Nucleo WiFi board directly, since this board provides an
adaptive DC voltage which spans from 0V to 5V to get
-45° and 45° beam steering.

The implemented structure makes use of both hardware and
software modules to analyse the scene.

The radiofrequency
signal is generated
by the Nucleo
WiFi board too
and the connection
between the board
and the antenna is
performed through
a U.FL to SMA
connector.

Firstly, the scene is learnt to be able to distinguish (segmentation)
between road and vehicles. Then, each incoming image is
denoised to retrieve objects, and detected objects are filtered.
This is done to counter undesirable effects like shadows or
vibrations.
Further information can be extracted such as size, shape
or movement of detected objects.
Once data are evaluated, an event detection module determines
if a current event is being observed such as congestion.
If the module triggers, it sends an event message (image, report)
through radio communication.
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Motivation:

Data center back-end exploitation:

Exploiting the computing continuum applies to specific
circumstances like cyclists pack where many detections should
be trigged and under rough situations (occlusions, mainly).

Each ULP nodes evaluate locally the complexity
of the scene; in case of a complex and time
consuming analysis (e.g., counting the number of
cyclists in a group) a remote service is used;

For security reasons, priority is given to congestion or wrong
way detections use cases for which processing should be done
internally and are time critical.
For each processing that cannot be achieved internally with
respects to time consumption, the scene evaluation can be
performed exploiting the capabilities of remote servers.
This means that current image and partially evaluated data can
be transmitted to the server for further processing.

Transfer the pre-processed images to the remote
service (the data center exposes an API though
which requiring the elaboration of a scene),
exposed through a lightweight container;
Elaborate the scene exploiting optimized analysis
tools and exploiting heterogeneous hardware
platform;
The availability of hardware accelerators (FPGAs,
GPUs) will be explored to maximize the efficiency
of the elaboration (reduce power consumption
and elaboration time);
Send back the result of the scene evaluation (the
service API provides a dedicated methods to
retrieve results).
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OPERA test site
The experimental site is on the interurban road RD3 (from Département de l’Isère) which serves the
Voreppe interurban area and the motorway A48 (entry of Grenoble metropolis). In this area where daily
commuting travel are frequent, OPERA system enables to detect traffic congestion and wrong way vehicles.
Video data are collected and locally treated in the data collection point by the ULP video platform. ULP
Opera radio system enable to send road information to an access point connected to the road management
centre of Département de l’Isère, where a Moonshot server could do additional treatment if required.

info@operaproject.eu

The inst
installation realizes a Client - Server connection
Client stack is able to send pic
picture, detect event
(i.e. traffic congestion), send e
event report.
Moreover it's present a 3G connection
con
for debug
and improvement.

fb.me/OPERAProject.eu
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Server stack is able to: collect information
from the client and share the information
to a private network connected to the road
management center.

@opera_project

